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PANEL DEBATE:
TRUSTEES’ VIEWS ON
THE SURVEY FINDINGS

WELCOME
FIT TOGETHER
to Pensions Insight and Newton Investment
Management’s 2018 Independent Trustee
Research report

In this year’s survey and analysis, we focus on three key
topics that are relevant for all trustees: the relationship
between trustees and their advisers, sustainable
investment, and future directions for defined benefit
(DB) and defined contribution (DC) schemes.

Catherine Gill, Institutional Business Development
Newton Investment Management
While trustees generally enjoy good
relationships with their advisers, we
found that sustainable investment
is one area where they would like
more information.
With so many other investment
and governance issues for trustees
to consider, it is unlikely to appear
on board meeting agendas
unless advisers make a point of
highlighting sustainable investment
to their clients.
Greater involvement from
advisers will also help trustees –
both independent and membernominated – to develop a fuller
understanding of what ‘sustainable
investment’ really means, and how
it might differ from the ethical
investment approaches of the past.
Almost half of our survey
respondents believe that sustainable
investment is relevant to both DB
and DC schemes, but when it
comes to actually switching assets
into sustainable funds, there is still a
long way to go.
In DC schemes with more diverse
memberships, sustainable strategies
may be adopted sooner than in
DB. Younger savers are generally
perceived to be more concerned
about how and where their money
is invested than older members, but
that has yet to translate into greater
engagement with pensions. Perhaps
the next challenge is to encourage
even more diversity on trustee
boards, particularly when it comes

to age, gender and socio-economic
background.
We also asked our respondents
what single thing the schemes
they work with could do better. The
answer remained consistent with
our 2016 and 2017 Independent
Trustee Research surveys: make
decisions more quickly. That might
reflect the continued traditional
cycle of quarterly trustee meetings,
but evolving models of trusteeship
(such as sole trustees) and new
technologies could help to speed
things up. Highly effective chairing
and board leadership is also critical
to ensure decisions are made in a
timely manner.
For DB respondents, improving
funding levels and the strength of
the employer covenant were the
two biggest challenges.
For their DC counterparts,
unsurprisingly, the most pressing
concern continues to be member
engagement, with almost a quarter
of respondents putting this top of
their list of challenges.
Coming a close second was
appropriate default fund design,
which is particularly important given
that over 90% of members typically
invest in a scheme’s default fund.
This is likely to remain the case
for the foreseeable future, so it is
crucial that trustees, consultants and
investment managers work together
to promote the benefits of regular
saving for retirement.

About the research
Pensions Insight surveyed 72
independent trustees between February
and April 2018. The following figures
show the types and sizes of pension
scheme that they work with:
Positions held on scheme boards
Chair of board 79%
Governance committee member 30%
Investment sub-committee member 49%
Trustee board member 69%
Other 19%
Types of schemes
Defined benefit 97%
Defined contribution – single employer
trust 53%
Defined contribution – group personal
pension (GPP) or mastertrust 31%
Local authority 1%
Size of schemes: defined contribution
(number of members)
Mastertrust 44%
GPP investment committee 18%
Small single-employer trust (<100
members) 29%
Medium single-employer trust (100 to
999 members) 53%
Large single-employer trust (1,000 to
4,999) 27%
Mega single-employer trust (>5,000
members) 27%
Size of schemes: defined benefit
(assets under management)
Less than £100m 73%
£100m to £500m 52%
£501m to £1bn 39%
£1bn+ 31%
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TRUSTEESHIP

● Respondents believe that member-nominated
trustees’ biggest challenges are the complexities of
their role, increasing regulation and pressure for higher
standards from the Pensions Regulator.
● When asked what single thing schemes could
do better, independent trustees said that making
decisions more quickly (38%) and improving investment
knowledge (18%) are the two most significant factors.

Maggie Williams explores
key findings from our
research survey and panel
debate on trusteeship,
sustainable investment
and scheme design

● Making decisions more quickly has been the highestrated factor in this survey for the last four years.
● In our panel debate, participants said that different
board structures, strong chairing and better use of
technology could all help to improve board decisionmaking.
● Trustees are positive about the quality of market
knowledge and reporting they receive from their
consultants. They also praised trustee training standards.
However, they feel there is room for improvement when
it comes to transparency, delivering value for money,
innovation and sustainable investment advice.
● Respondents ranked performance track record,
stability of the investment team and fees as the three
most important factors when selecting a defined benefit
(DB) fund manager. Fees are all important
when selecting a defined contribution (DC) fund
manager. Performance track record, stability of the
investment team and client service are also
significant in DC.
● Trustees want fuller explanations of how investment
managers are adding value and the way in which house
views affect investment decision-making. They also
said that the quality of investment managers’ reporting
could be improved, to demonstrate how the manager is
adding value, explain their house views and cut jargon.

38

of independent
trustees said that
‘making decisions
more quickly’ is
the single thing that
schemes could do better
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● The Pensions Regulator’s performance received mixed
reviews from respondents. Fifty per cent said that the
regulator uses its powers effectively, and the other 50%
disagreed with that statement.
%

● Seventy-eight per cent of survey respondents believe
that independent trustees should hold a qualification.
However, our panel debate participants had varied views
on what form this should take. Holding any relevant
professional qualification could be a starting point, but
ensuring that trustees are able to chair effectively and
show strong leadership are more important and more
difficult to test formally.

q

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT

● We asked respondents what ‘sustainable investment’
means to them. The responses were varied, with some
trustees interpreting this as the ability to pay pensions
over the long-term, and others viewing it as ‘saving the
planet’.
● The variety of definitions suggest that more progress
is needed to help trustees understand the concept
of sustainable investment and what it means for their
schemes.
● Fifty-six per cent of trustees believe that sustainable
investment is relevant to their scheme, but only 15%
of DB schemes and 12% of DC have moved assets into
sustainable investment funds. Forty-eight per cent of
independent trustees working with DB scheme and 43%
with DC schemes said that they would consider this in
the future but have no plans to do so at present.

56

of trustees believe that
sustainable investment is
relevent to their scheme

● Many DB schemes are using strategies such as liabilitydriven Investment (LDI) where sustainable investment
does not currently play a role.
q

● Members’ views on sustainable investment are
rarely taken into account, even in DC schemes. Poor
engagement with pensions in general makes it difficult
to understand members’ opinions, but there could
be an opportunity to use sustainable investment as a
tool to improve engagement.
● There is a risk that schemes believe they are
addressing sustainable investment by offering
a self-select ‘ethical’ fund. Consultant Maria
Nazarova-Doyle warns against this approach,
and argues that sustainable investment needs
to be a core part of the default fund.
● The Department for Work & Pensions
published its response to its Pension
trustees: clarifying and strengthening
investment duties consultation in the
summer of 2018. This could require
trustees to rewrite their statement of
investment principles to show how
they take sustainability into account
in their investment strategy.

15

● Some large schemes, such as
%
HSBC and NEST, have already
introduced sustainable
investment funds into their
of DB schemes
default strategy. This could
have already moved
encourage other schemes
assets into sustainable
investment funds
to follow suit.

%

SCHEME MANAGEMENT

● The strength of the employer covenant, the
persistence of low real yields and improving funding
levels are the three biggest challenges facing DB
schemes at present.
● To address those challenges, trustees expect to
use liability-driven investment strategies (61% expect
to implement this), income-focused strategies (51%),
fiduciary management (48%) and alternatives (41%).
● The majority of respondents (75%) believe that most
DB schemes are targeting buyout in the long term.
However, they do not believe that it should be made
easier to offload or reduce DB obligations if the sponsor
is struggling.
● Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) pooling
received mixed reviews from respondents, with 42%
saying the move is generally positive. Some trustees
commented that there are parallels with DB provision
and 64% said that small schemes should be encouraged
to consolidate.
● For DC schemes, member engagement and
communications is independent trustees’ greatest area of
concern, with 23% of respondents citing this as the single
biggest challenge for the schemes that they work with.
Appropriate default fund design (20%) and adapting to
regulatory change (16%) are other key issues for trustees
working with DC schemes.
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INDEPENDENT
TRUSTEESHIP
IN 2018
Independent trustees have a wide range of professional
relationships, from other board members to third-party
advisers and asset managers. Our research explored
these relationships in more detail
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TRUSTEE BOARDS

We asked independent trustees what they believe are the two greatest
challenges facing the member-nominated trustees (MNTs) they work with.
The results showed that MNTs are challenged by the complexities of the role,
in particular increasing regulation and pressure from the Pensions Regulator
to develop higher standards.
When asked what single thing schemes could do better, making decisions
more quickly (38%) and improving investment knowledge (18%) were ranked
the most highly. This is the fourth year that Pensions Insight has run the
survey where making decisions more quickly has been the top-ranked factor.

What are the two
biggest challenges
facing lay trustees?

For more discussion on
trustee decision-making, see
our panel debate on p13

What single thing could
the schemes that you
work on do better?

Keeping up with the constant flow of
regulations/guidance

38

Meeting the standards specified by the
Pensions Regulator

Make decisions more quickly

18

Lack of knowledge and lack of time

Improve investment knowledge

Trustee knowledge and understanding and the
personal liability exposure

17
Improve collaboration with the corporate sponsor

Weak employers. Complicated policies.
Understanding the options now available to members and
how to tailor investment strategy to those options

13
Improve governance

The words most often
used in trustees’ answers:

29%
21%
21%

q

6
Boost environmental, social and governance credentials

KNOWLEDGE

COMPLEXITY

6
More independence from the corporate sponsor

2
Pay less attention to investment consultant’s view

UNDERSTANDING

CONSULTANTS

Consultants’ market knowledge is rated very highly, with 94% of respondents
saying that their consultant is either very good (39%) or good (55%) in this
respect. Reporting also scored well, with 88% ranking this as very good (25%) or
good (63%), as did trustee training: 14% said this was very good and 75% found
it good.
However, trustees feel that there is room for improvement on consultants’
transparency (35% ranked this as poor or very poor), delivering value for money
(27%) and innovation (24%). Respondents also felt that sustainable investment
advice could be improved, with 29% saying this was poor or
very poor.
Our panel debate on p13 also
explores the relationship between
trustees and consultants

We asked trustees if they
believe that the Competitions
and Markets Authority’s (CMA)
review of investment consultants
would benefit pension schemes.
Respondents overwhelmingly
considered that it would.

73

%

agreed or strongly agreed that the
CMA review will benefit schemes.
7/20

INVESTMENT MANAGERS
per cent of trustees included fees
as one of their top three factors. As
with DB funds, performance track
record (64%) and stability of the
investment team (49%) were the
next most significant factors, along
with client service (49%).
When we asked respondents
how investment managers could
better assist them in their work as
trustees, the replies were similar to
those about investment consultants.
‘Transparency’ featured in 33% of
answers, ‘performance’ in 16% and
‘fees’ in 14%.
Trustees also want fuller
explanations of how investment
managers are adding value and
how their house views affect
investment decision-making.
Respondents also said the
quality of investment managers’
reporting could be improved. In
addition to demonstrating valueadd and reducing the amount
of generic market commentary,
independent trustees also said that
they want less jargon in reports.

How can
investment
managers
better support
independent
trustees?
Prove to me how they will deliver the best
in the sector
Explain their choices in terms more easily
understood by lay trustees

69

Be transparent on how actual performance is
measuring up against fund objectives

50%

agreeing
or strongly
agreeing that it
uses its powers
effectively.

%

Stability of investment team is the
most important factor when choosing
an investment manager for DB trustees

The industry is overflowing with market
commentary but not insight into value-add
More in-depth explanations of the investment
processes that they adopt and impact of house views
Use everyday language with a consistency of terms
Develop products that schemes want rather than what
they can build
Greater clarity on fees of all types
Obtaining total investment costs remains difficult.
Many managers do not report performance clearly and
many are not open and honest about reasons for any
under-performance
8/20

The Pensions
Regulator’s
performance
has come under
scrutiny in
2018. However
its powers are
due to increase
as a result of
the recent
Protecting
Defined Benefit
Schemes white
paper.
Trustees’
present views
of the regulator
are mixed, with

72

%

Fees are the most important
factor for DC trustees when
choosing an investment
manager

THE PENSIONS REGULATOR

We asked respondents to identify
their three most important factors
when appointing a fund manager.
For DB schemes, trustees
identified stability of the
investment team as key, with 69%
of respondents including this as
a top three choice, followed by
performance track record (59%) and
fees (54%).
The view of the scheme
consultant was one of the top
criteria for 50% of participants,
again showing the pivotal role
played by investment advisers.
Client service was also important for
half of the participants.
Trustees are less influenced by
corporate reputation, with only
11% selecting this as a top three
factor, or by total assets under
management (6%).
However, when it comes to
selecting a DC fund manager, fees
are all-important, perhaps as a
result of the default fund charge
cap and greater pressure on boards
to demonstrate value. Seventy-two
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MAKING THE
CONNECTIONS
FIT TOGETHER
Maria Nazarova-Doyle,
Head of DC investment consulting at JLT
Employee Benefits

BUILD UNDERSTANDING: Some
schemes still have an outdated
perception about environmental
social and governance (ESG)
investing. It is not the same as
negative screening of unethical
sectors, nor is it a feel-good strategy
that risks losing money. In fact, not
taking it into account will hinder
investment performance.
ASK FOR CLARITY: There is a real
need to focus on education and
trustee training around sustainable
investment.
DEFAULT FUNDS NEEDS
SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT:
Default funds are long-term
investments. Trustees cannot take
unrewarded risks as there is no-one
to make up any shortfalls except
the members themselves. That
means they can’t overlook ESG any
more – just look at companies such
as Volkswagen.
DON’T BOX-TICK: There is a
temptation for trustees to think that
by offering an ethical fund choice in
a self-select range they have ‘done’
sustainable investment. Sustainable
investment needs to become an
essential part of the default design
as well.
EXPECT MORE REGULATION:
In June 2018, the Department
for Work & Pensions published a
consultation – Pension trustees:

There is still work to do to embed sustainable
investing principles into trustees’ thinking.
Here are ten crucial considerations for DC
trustees and their advisers

clarifying and strengthening
investment duties. This would
require trustees to rewrite their
statement of investment principles
to show how they take ESG into
account in their investment
strategy. The government is saying
‘you can’t overlook this any more’.

into engagement with pension
schemes. An overwhelming
proportion of people are in their
scheme’s default fund – the
proportion is hardly ever below 90%
– so almost no one is engaging with
their pension. Can ESG make that
connection?

LOOK AT BEST PRACTICE IN
OTHER SCHEMES: There are some
high-profile DC schemes that have
already incorporated ESG factors in
their default funds. One is HSBC,
which introduced a climate-change
tilted equity default option in 2016.
As soon as there begins to be a
critical mass of schemes doing this,
others will need to keep pace.

ENCOURAGE MORE TRUSTEE
BOARD DIVERSITY: There’s been
a lot of pressure around diversity
on executive boards. One example
is the 30% Club, which has
campaigned for a minimum of 30%
of women on FTSE 100 boards.
But that hasn’t been repeated on
trustee boards or independent
governance committees (IGCs).
With IGCs, there is no background
of re-election, no male-dominated
workforce, no established way of
running a board that is hard to
change. And yet we have still failed
to create diverse boards. Younger
trustees will help to engage
younger generations because they
will understand them better.

TAKE NOTE OF NEST: The
government-supported pension
scheme NEST has also introduced
a climate-change fund into its
default arrangement. NEST is
listed as the top auto-enrolment
provider in responsible investment
watchdog ShareAction’s recent
report, The Engagement Deficit.
ShareAction scored the 10 biggest
UK DC schemes according to their
investment approach.
USE ESG TO ENGAGE YOUNGER –
AND OLDER – MEMBERS:
A number of studies and anecdotal
evidence has shown that younger
savers are more interested in
sustainable investment. But I
haven’t yet seen that translate

UNDERSTAND YOUR
MEMBERSHIP: In a dream world,
you would create a default for each
individual. But that’s not possible,
so trustees need to find out shared
characteristics in the membership
and work with those. Then, schemes
need a good self-select range so
that those who don’t fit the profile
of a standard member can choose
options that suit them better.
9/20
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SUSTAINABLE
INVESTMENT
Our survey explored whether independent trustees
are taking sustainable investment into account with
their schemes and for their members, and how
relevant they consider it to be
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DEFINITIONS OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

We asked trustees what they understand by the term ‘sustainable investment’.
The results show a variety of views. Some trustees interpreted ‘sustainable’ as
relating to the scheme’s investment strategy (as in being able to pay pensions in
the long term). Others interpreted it as ethical investment, while another group
of respondents said that it related to the long-term profitability of the businesses
in which they invest, reflecting good environmental, social and governance (ESG)
practices.

What does sustainable
investment mean to you?
It is an ill-defined expression

Terms most used in trustees’ answers:

An improvement in the sustainability of our planet
Long-term investment holdings that reflect the needs of the
planet and offer sustainable growth

LONG TERM

22%

ESG
SOCIAL

20%
15%

That the scheme will have sufficient assets to make
payouts as needed
Investments that have a view to social responsibility, on
the premise that such responsibility improves both
returns and experience
One where the important long-term risks are
identified and managed

q

RELEVANCE OF SUSTAINABLE
INVESTMENT TO PENSION SCHEMES

That investment choices should take account of
a corporate’s efficient use of sustainable assets
and impact upon global resources/economies
Investment in companies that seek to
improve the environment

Despite the different interpretations of what sustainable investment
Accepting that environmental, social
can mean, almost half of trustees said that it is relevant to their
and governance factors generally have a
scheme. There was a slightly higher score for defined benefit (DB)
positive impact on performance
schemes (56% of trustees said that it was either very relevant or relevant),
than for defined contribution (DC) schemes (46%). This may reflect
All investment should be sustainable
perceptions around a scheme’s ability to pay future pensions, rather than
in that it will ‘do no evil’
being related to ESG factors.
We also asked trustees if the schemes they work with would consider
moving investments into funds that have views around sustainable investment.
Very few (15% of DB and 12% of DC schemes) had already done so, and the
majority responded that, while they are not considering this at present, they may
do so in the future. Only a small number (9% of DB and 6% of DC) said that they
would not consider this at all.

How relevant is sustainable investment to the
DB and DC schemes that you work on? (%)

Would you consider switching investments into
funds that have sustainable investment views? (%)

Not applicable:
DB: 3%; DC: 17%

Not applicable: 4% DB; 17% DC
Don’t know: 3% of DB, 0% of DC

DB DC

47

9

41

35

35
15
6

5

Very
relevant

Relevant

Not that
relevant

21

48

43

22

12

9

2

Not at all
relevant

Yes – we
already have

We are
considering
it

Not at
present, but
we may in
future

6

No, we
would not
consider
this
11/20
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MEMBERS AND SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT
Trustees said that members’
views on sustainable investment
are rarely taken into account,
particularly in DB schemes.
From the responses we
To what extent are members’ views on
received, there are a number
sustainable investment taken into account?
of different reasons for this.
A combination of limited
member engagement, the
In DB, not at all. In DC we use member surveys to inform
our decision-making
challenges involved
in canvassing members’
Only on DC, although members are not proactively
views, and willingness
showing concerns on DB and only in a very small way
of trustees to involve
regarding DC
members’ viewpoints
They should be – but these are difficult to effectively harvest
are some of the key
factors.
Environmental, social and governance investment
opportunities have been requested by our DC members

[Members’ views] are a highly relevant consideration – but as one
of a number of factors, not the sole factor
They [members] are not invited to express opinions to the
trustees. Whether they should be is another question
We offer ethical funds but they have a very low take-up, so we assume
that it is not important to members

Do you have a
preference for
assets under
managementbased fees or
performancerelated fees?

37

%

NO PREFERENCE

35

%

28

%

PERFORMANCERELATED FEES

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT PRACTICE

We also asked independent trustees to describe the extent to which they
promote sustainable investment activities with the schemes they serve. Fortytwo per cent said that it would depend on the scheme itself. Of those that
did promote specific activities, 34% said that they were likely to promote
seeking disclosure on ESG matters with the schemes that they work with,
and 21% said that they would use ESG factors as part of decision making.

10
9

%

are likely to promote seeking disclosure on
ESG matters with the schemes they work with

21
12/20

On a scale of one to ten,
how much do you expect
sustainable investment to
8
affect your decision-making
in future? (average score)
7

6

5
4
3

%

promote using ESG
factors as part of the
decision-making process

2
1

FEE PREFERENCES

34

AUM-BASED FEES
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LOOKING AT
THE ISSUE
FROM
DIFFERENT
ANGLES

AB

NB

CG

DV

Pensions Insight invited a panel of
independent trustees and pensions experts
to discuss findings from our research

MWMW

THE PANELLISTS:
AB – Alison Bostock
director, PTL
NB – Nick Boyes
managing director,
Able Governance
CG - Catherine Gill
Institutional consultant
relations and business
development, Newton
Investment Managers
DV – Dinesh Visavadia
director, Independent
Trustee Services
MW – Maggie Williams
panel chair,
Pensions Insight

Maggie Williams: Just over
a third of respondents in our
survey said consultants could
improve their approach to
transparency. Thirty-two per
cent were also unhappy with the
quality of sustainable investment
advice they receive. What could
consultants do to improve in
these areas?
Alison Bostock: There are different
ways to interpret ‘transparency’.
I took it in the spirit of whether
I know what consultants are
doing for me in the background,
how open they are about it, and
if they are transparent on cost.
On that basis, there are always
improvements that can be made,
but investment consultants are
probably doing a lot of research
and work that’s hard for them
to quantify.
I have not seen sustainable
investment advice come into focus
yet and I haven’t been aware of
consultants promoting this with
trustees.
Catherine Gill: From an investment
manager’s perspective, I would say
it tends to be consultants who drive

activity on typical trustee boards.
They need to buy into an idea
before it is adopted by trustees. It
seems sustainable investment is not
making it to most board agendas at
present.
That could be because
consultants have not given it
much air time with trustee boards,
or that the trustees are not
sufficiently interested. We may start
to see more interest on defined
contribution (DC) schemes where
you have younger members who
are a bit more active, but there’s
still a long way to go yet.
Nick Boyes: Sustainable
investment may be a difficult
concept for some smaller schemes
to address. That may be because
there are budgetary constraints
around consultants recommending
something that is not be viewed as
a priority for the scheme.
I interpreted transparency as
being about costs and hidden
charges. I think that some
consultants have been reluctant to
commit development time to how
they report this until they know
what is going to be required of
them legally.
u
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Dinesh Visavadia: In terms of
transparency, it can be difficult to
understand some of the subjective
elements of a consultant’s
methods, and perhaps they don’t
give trustees enough explanation.
Trustees must also manage
or monitor the consultant’s
performance. Sometimes the
view is: “We [consultants] have
come up with the best ideas, but
you as trustees have to make the
decisions. If you make decisions
that are not in line with our best
recommendations, then you can’t
really judge us on performance.”
Sustainable investment is
focused on forward-looking, longterm objectives. But the models
used by consultants to evaluate
investment managers can be
biased towards historic information.
MW: Fifty per cent of defined
benefit scheme trustees and
46% of DC scheme trustees
said that they have no plans
to use funds with sustainable
investment views, but they might
do so in the future. What would
encourage that?
DV: There is a lack of clarity about
what ‘sustainable investment’
means. People have a vague
idea about ‘ESG’ but they don’t
necessarily know what’s involved
in ‘environmental’, ‘social’ and
‘governance’. Maybe more about
those definitions would help.
In the DC space we may get
more interest because younger
members will want investments
that are sustainable. The Law
Commission’s recent report
on pension funds and social
investment* will help to get the
right framework for trustees to
make decisions and allow for
members’ views on the DC side.
NB: But that doesn’t really square
with the low levels of engagement
from DC scheme members. If you
take mastertrusts as an example,
almost all members are in the
default fund. That means either
millennial members have explored

14/20

the default and said ‘that tallies
with my values’, or they aren’t
looking at it at all.
If the market is moving
more towards consolidation
with a smaller number of large
group personal pensions and
mastertrusts, the priority is likely
to be commercial pressure. The
sustainable investing decision will
be based on whether the sponsor
and trustees think they will be able
to make the pension product more
appealing by taking this approach.
DV: Members are likely to be more
interested in what they can see and
feel, including social and societal
impact. We can change the way we
present our investment material
to people who will start engaging,
especially as pots start to grow. It’s
early days at the moment with a
low pot, low contribution mind-set.
There’s also the issue that
default funds are regarded as a
recommendation from the trustees,
so members assume it must be
OK. We need to get people to think
differently.
CG: I agree that people are not
engaging as much as we would like
them to in DC, but talking about
sustainability is a positive message.
If trustees bring this to the fore in
communications, that’s one way
of engaging people. I also think
more work to show that sustainable
investment leads to better returns
in the long run will help.
Maybe we also need more
diversity on trustee boards,
particularly with younger members.
MW: What about defined benefit
(DB)? That’s a different prospect.
NB: Again, it comes back to the
heavy reliance on consultants. If
they’re not putting sustainable
investment on the agenda it’s
unlikely to happen. When trustees
are doing a periodic review of
the consultants’ performance or
tendering for a new or replacement
consultant, then that’s the time
to quiz them over their approach

THERE’S A
LACK OF
CLARITY
ABOUT WHAT
SUSTAINABLE
INVESTMENT
MEANS.
PEOPLE HAVE
A VAGUE IDEA
to advocating or supporting the
analysis of sustainable investing.
AB: You have to get your strategy
and asset allocation correct first
in DB. I’ve had experience with
smaller schemes where, prior to
our appointment, we found the
trustees were very confused about
topics such as red line voting and
using ethical funds. In those cases,
the most urgent concern was
actually the underlying strategy.
Putting ESG issues into the
statement of investment principles
(SIP) is helpful, as this potentially
can be disclosed, so it makes
you think about it. And, we need
to be absolutely clear about the
difference between sustainable
needs and ethical investment.
Given the trend towards derisking, we also have to work out
how sustainability feeds into asset
classes we’re likely to be holding
in the future. It’s hard to see how
it would apply to liability-driven
investment or to gilts. We have
got to work out how to introduce
sustainable views for bonds, which
is where we are headed in DB.

CG: We do run sustainable bond
funds, but it’s harder to see how
you would introduce sustainability
into an LDI strategy, for example.
I think the greater focus is
probably going to be with DC
schemes, with making sure
sustainability is adopted in defaults
as well as available on platforms for
people to self-select.
MW: We asked independent
trustees what single thing
schemes could do better.
Thirty-eight per cent said ‘take
decisions more quickly’. When
we have run this survey before,
this always comes out as the
top answer and every time the
percentage gets a little higher.
Is it a problem that trustees take
a long time to make a decision
if they actually get to the right
decision? Or, are there other
issues?
NB: This is partly a consequence
of the quarterly cycle of trustee
meetings. Getting to grips with a
single agenda item can be strung
out over a long time. It’s a training
and governance issue and making
sure there is a robust process. It also
comes down to how the meeting
is chaired and making sure agenda
items are not just put off.
AB: I would agree with that.
Professional trustees’ role is critical.
One option is sole professional
trusteeship where you remove
debate – and the benefits of
debating an issue – but which can
enable you to deal with matters as
they arise rather than being stuck in
a quarterly cycle.
We have all seen topics being
kicked down the road in a loop of
further training and consideration,
with nothing happening between
meetings. It’s difficult to manage
when you’ve a large board and
trying to take everyone with you.
Sub committees are another way of
simplifying decision-making.
MW: Do you think the Pension
Regulator’s focus on governance

will improve decision-making
timescales?
DV: The Pensions Regulator is
driving higher standards which
inevitably means a requirement for
more skills and expertise. But there
is also a revolution going on with
new technology where information
is available more readily. The
question is how we can use data
and technology to help us make
decision-making more agile and
effective. I think that is coming.
NB: Technology can help the
whole board, but it’s also about
preparation. If the meeting is the
first time the trustees have looked
at the materials, it slows the whole
process down. The meeting should
be for decision-making, as opposed
to research time. There’s a big part
for the secretarial function of a
scheme in getting timely meeting
papers together and information
that people need.
MW: More than three-quarters
(78%) of our survey respondents
say that independent trustees
should hold a qualification. What
could be included in that, and
how would it change the way
independent trustees work?
DV: I think I’m with the other 22
per cent! Trustees get a lot of help
from very good advisers who are
skilled in their subject. So quality
information is already there and
I’m not so sure whether you need a
qualification for that.
But trustee boards do need a
robust decision-making process.
How do they use all this expert help
to make good-quality decisions?
That’s where I would focus
development.
That raises the question of the
regulator’s Trustee Toolkit and
whether it is covering trustees’
needs sufficiently at present.
CG: I’d argue that experience is
probably the top requirement. But
does that need to be backed up
with a Chartered Financial Analyst

( CFA) qualification, or similar –
or pensions-specific Pensions
Management Institute (PMI)
qualifications?
You want experience but also
you want more diversity, especially
on DC schemes where millennials
really do need to be represented.
Do you only want people who have
spent three years studying for a CFA
qualification so they can sit on a
pensions board? Probably not.
Most independent trustees have
a lot of experience, so perhaps the
question is how to quantify that.
NB: I looked at ‘qualification’ as a
broad term, rather than a specific
exam certificate. As an independent
trustee you should be able to
demonstrate a track record of
successful interaction with schemes
and show that you are continuing
to maintain your knowledge and
keep up to speed with relevant
issues.
AB: PTL has a policy that all client
directors should hold a professional
qualification. That could be a legal,
actuarial, accountancy or pensionsspecific qualification for example.
Then we require everybody to
do the PMI’s Award in Pensions
Trusteeship as well.
Perhaps the nuance here is
‘independent’ versus ‘professional’.
We prefer to use the term
professional trustee. We are
necessarily independent but
you can be independent of
the company without, in our
view, being quite the same as a
professional trustee.
NB: I suppose that even if someone
has lots of examination successes,
he or she may not necessarily
have the skillset required to act as
an executive chair of trustees or
professional trustee.
AB: Hopefully that’s identified
at interview. I’m rarely asked in
an interview what I know about
pensions. It’s about how I chair a
board and interact with people.
That’s hard to evaluate in an exam.

*https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pension-fundsand-social-investment-final-response
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The independent trustees in our survey work with
a mix of defined benefit and defined contribution
schemes. We asked them about some of the
challenges facing each of these sectors and the
strategies that are emerging to address them
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CHALLENGES FOR DEFINED BENEFIT SCHEMES

We asked independent trustees to rank a list of six factors in order of relevance
to the defined benefit (DB) schemes that they work with. ‘Sponsor covenant
strength’ was the most significant item, perhaps reflecting the current climate
of uncertainty for businesses and echoing sponsor failures, such as BHS. Fortyone per cent ranked this first, and 27% put it in second place.
The persistence of low real yields continues to be a concern, with 22% rating this
ahead of all other factors in the list. A further 20% ranked it second.
While only 20% put ‘improving funding levels’ in first place, 70% considered it to be
one of their top three concerns.

What are the biggest challenges facing your DB clients?
Please rank the following in order: 1 most significant challenge 6 Least significant challenge

IMPROVING FUNDING
LEVELS (%)

SPONSOR COVENANT
STRENGTH (%)
41

27

11

11

7

3

20

5

14

29

26

24

7

10

17

3

7

16

17

33

2

3

4

5

6

THE PERSISTENCE
OF LOW REAL YIELDS (%)
3

22

20

24

17

7

10

MEETING NEAR-TERM
CASH-FLOW REQUIREMENTS (%)

INVESTMENT
COMPLEXITY (%)

PENSION SCHEME
GOVERNANCE (%)
9

36

1

22

3

5

12

20

19

41

(Don’t know: 2%)

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONCERNS:
Cybersecurity and data protection / Member engagement
Determining the most appropriate discount rate / Trustee board make-up
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STRATEGIES FOR DEFINED BENEFIT SCHEMES

As DB schemes evolve and face new challenges,
their investment choices must also develop to provide
new solutions.
We asked independent trustees what strategies
from a list of nine they expect their DB clients to
adopt over the next two years. Liability-driven
investment (LDI) was the most popular, with 61%
saying they expect that the schemes they work
with will use this approach.
Income-focused strategies (51%), fiduciary
management (48%) and alternatives (41%)
Expect to introduce a
were also ranked highly. Over a quarter
responsible/sustainable
(28%) expect to use a responsible or
investing strategy
sustainable investment approach in that
timescale.
Strategies such as smart beta (23%),
emerging markets (18%)
and global equities (10%)
were less popular.
This could be because these
%
are already well embedded in
schemes, or because schemes
in run-off are more focused on
Expect to introduce liability
liability-matching strategies.
driven investment

28

Should it be
made easier to
offload/reduce
DB obligations
if the sponsor is
struggling?

NO: 72

%

Should small
schemes be
encouraged to
consolidate?

61

q

%

YES: 64

%

Are most
DB schemes
targeting
buyout in the
long term?

LGPS POOLING AND SCHEME CONSOLIDATION

YES: 75

%

Local government pension
•Excellentideathatcouldandshould
scheme (LGPS) pooling
have been done years ago
has been one of the most
•Lessonsmaybelearnedbythe
significant shake-ups in
private sector
pensions governance over
the past decade. Only 1% of
•Goodifimplementedeffectively
42%
our respondents work with a
local authority scheme, but many
POSITIVE
•It’sfartooearlytotellwhetherit’sjust
had a view on the continuing
thelatestfadorwhetheritwillmakea
developments in LGPS pooling.
meaningful difference
Forty-two per cent of participants
said that they believe pooling is
•Notatopicthatappearstohave
generally positive, compared to 19%
relevance for private sector
39%
who had negative views. As might be
schemes
expected, given the very low level of direct
NEUTRAL
•Notmyfieldofinterest
involvement of survey participants, 39%
were neutral or had no particular view.
We also asked whether small DB schemes
•Couldcreatepoliticalbias
should be encouraged to consolidate,
reflecting some of the work carried out in the
•Scaledoesn’tautomaticallylead
local government sector.
to efficiency or innovation
Nearly two-thirds (64%) responded positively,
19%
but were also clear that sponsors should not
•IamscepticaloftheLGPSpooling
be allowed to offload DB responsibilities if the
realisingthebenefitsitshould,
company is struggling.
due to local government
NEGATIVE
inefficiency
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CHALLENGES FOR DC SCHEMES
What is the single biggest challenge for the
DC schemes that you work with? (%)
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We asked participants to identify the single biggest
challenge for the defined contribution (DC) schemes
that they work with, from a list of eight options.
Given the increasing pressure on members to take
responsibility for their own retirement planning, it’s
no surprise that engagement and communications
are trustees’ biggest concern. Twenty-three per
cent of respondents listed this as their single
biggest challenge.
This was closely followed by appropriate
default fund design (20%) and adapting
to regulatory change (16%). No-one saw
scheme governance as their biggest
challenge.
Other issues that respondents
identified included greater acceptance
of drawdown and minimising autoenrolment opt-outs.
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Have no DC clients 12%

q

81

Small DC
schemes should
be encouraged to
consolidate

INVESTMENT TRENDS

%

We asked respondents
Which of the following strategies do you expect your defined contribution
about their schemes’ future
clients to adopt for their funds over the next two years?
plans for investment strategy,
both within the default fund
Changing
Incorporating
and in self-select fund ranges.
Investing in
their growth
drawdown
target date
In default fund design, there
asset mix
strategies
funds
is a very clear move towards
multi-fund structures. Nine out
Changing
Investing in diversified
Introducing/
the de-risking
growth funds
increasing
of ten respondents said that
asset mix
alternatives
the DC schemes they work with
are considering implementing a
diversified growth fund (DGF) within
the next two years, and 80% are
interested in target date funds.
In terms of self-select fund ranges, the
majority of trustees said that their schemes
are interested in introducing alternatives
(76%), with slightly less than half (47%) also
interested in changing the de-risking asset
mix and incorporating drawdown.

For more insight on DC
investment strategy, see our
interview on p9

88

44

81

47

79

DEFAULT FUND (%)

47

43

76

80

30

90

40

SELF-SELECT RANGE (%)
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